MEMORANDUM

To: Chief Education Supervisors (CID, SGOD)
   Education Program Supervisors
   Senior Education Program Specialists
   Public Schools District Supervisors
   Elementary Secondary School Principals
   Zone/District/School Athletics Association President
   Coaches/Chaperones/Trainees
   Selected Athletes
   Others Concerned

FROM: SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
   School Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: CONCENTRATION TRAINING OF ATHLETES IN PREPARATION TO THE 2017 PALARONG BICOL

Date: JANUARY 17, 2017

1) The Palarong Bicol 2017 will be on February 5-10, 2017 at Legaspi City which will be jointly hosted by the City Government of Legaspi and DepEd Legaspi City Division.

2) Due to the effect and heavy damage brought by Typhoon Nina, the School Division of Catanduanes decided to send token delegation and participate in selected sports discipline in Palarong Bicol 2017.

3) To make our athletes more competitive, physical and mentally fit the Concentration of Training of Athletes will start on January 23 up to February 1, 2017 at Catanduanes Athletic Complex. (See attached list of athletes, coaches, chaperons, trainers by event for reference and guidance).

4) Selected Athletes shall bring and submit their ORIGINAL COPY of NSO Birth Certificate to their respective coaches and to the Division Screening and Accreditation Committee for validation and inclusion to individual athletes’ credential. Athletes are also advised to bring the true copy of their Form 137 with complete ratings for the first and second grading duly signed by Principal and Adviser.

5) All athletes/coaches/chaperon and trainers at expected to be at Division Office/ Athletic Complex on or before 8:30 of January 23, 2017 for an orientation and headcount.

Please bring the following:

   a) Enough clothing/training clothes (for the whole duration of training actual and participation).
   b) Rubber shoes and other training materials.
   c) Complete set of bedding.

6) For widest dissemination and compliance.
Catanduanes Athletic Delegation
Palarong Bicol 2017
Elementary Level

ATHLETICS (Girls)
1. Castillo, Aziel
2. Valenzona, Angelyn Jane
3. Vergara, Carla Mae
4. Olis, Lovely
Coach: Maximo Castillo
Chaperon: Jocelyn Alberto

CHESS (Boys)
1. Joson, Julian B.
2. Panti, Jaime Jr.
Coach: Alden Prilla

CHESS (Girls)
1. Olalo, Faith Love
2. Bernardo, Princess Joy D.
Coach: Alden Prilla

SWIMMING (Boys)
1. Tolto, Mark Angelo
2. Salvador, Julius
3. Bodota, Jetro
4. Santelices, Algem
5. Francisco, Rustom
6. Pahia, Ivan
7. Winnie Calderon
Coach: Edzel Rodriguez
Trainor: Arnel Deluza

SWIMMING (Girls)
1. Almeda, Kahlilie Josie
2. Oliveros, Sheina
3. Guerrero, Juliana Pauline
4. Obang, Diana
5. De Leon, Maica
6. Ella Angulo
7. Pauline Idaman
Coach: Aida A. Bodota

DIFFERENTLY ABLE

BOCCE
1. Teston, Enrique
2. Rodriguez, Rowel
3. Tumanut, Angeli
4. Robles, Erica Joy
Coach: Dianne Fritz Zaate
Chaperon: Ruby Tollopo

OFFICIATING OFFICIALS
1. Mary Joe A. Tumala
2. Joseph Bagadiong
3. Leticia V. Yutan
SECONDARY LEVEL

ATHLETICS (Boys)
1. Deczic, Nicola
2. Trebana, Jose Andre
3. Clavano, Wally
4. Zuniga, Steven
5. Calderon, Jeric
6. Gustafio, Raymond
Coach: Rean Lou Tumanog
Trainer: Ernesto Buena (Elem. & Sec.)

CHESS (Boys)
1. Saldua, Justin
2. Armod, Adrian
Coach: Jonel Aznar
Trainer: Henry dela Rosa (Elem. & Sec.)

BILLARD (Boys)
1. Torno Ralph Loren
2. Manangit, Nathaniel
Coach: Salvador Bernal Jr.
Trainer: Joaht: Competente (Secondary)

BASKETBALL (Boys)
1. Bonifacio, Edzon
2. Garcia, Jeffrey
3. Chan, John Kevin
4. Torzar, Wendell
5. Tate, Rafael
6. Advincula, Leonard
7. Tabo, John Carlo
8. Vargas, Jhetro
9. Manangit, Kier Arvin
10. Ace, Mar John
11. Buentempo, Patrick
12. Marquez, Gerald
Coach: Verne Robles
Trainer: Marchall Tito, Alex Tabo
- Antonio Tomez, Arnel Valeza

ATHLETICS (Girls)
1. Dateleza, Katrina Jane
2. Vega, Angelic
3. Lope, Michaela
4. De Quiroz, Ma. Shelia
5. Bergonio, Princess Ma. Hannah
6. Vega, Jese Mae
Coach: Jocelyn Alberto

CHESS (Girls)
1. Rodriguez, Darlin T.
2. Vargas, Jenna Eunice A.
Coach: Allan Prila

BILLARD (Girls)
1. Samar, Marliza
2

SOFTBALL (Girls)
1. Magtangob, Ella Jane
2. Rojas, Julie Mae
3. San Juan, Irish Rahine B.
4. Estocado, Princess Jane
5. Zafe, Shena
6. Borja, Lyca
7. Baron, Ella Mae
8. San Juan, Nicole Anne
9. Magdaraog, Lutz Franchesca
10. Cielo, Irish Jane V.
11. Gurrobata, Cristina C.
12. Rodriguez, Rose Ann
Coach: Eligentio Gialan Jr.
Asst. Coach: Mark Anthony Tabizo
Chaperon: Rochelle T. Emerenciana
Trainer: Richard Valez

FOOTBALL (Boys)
1. Alferdez, Sir andrei
2. Abundo, Xydrick Ray
3. Camacho, Philip Joel
4. Dominguez, Nice
5. Arcilla, Laurence
6. Talawan, Edrin Christian
7. Tabor, Joshua
8. Lumbao, Kyle
9. Tubalina Jan Tristan
10. Gian, Prince Joshua
11. Villareal, Mark Joseph
12. Austerio, Ken Joseph
13. Tabilzo, Rudy Kenneth
14. Tabilzo, William Bruce
15. Soleman, John Carl
Coach: Benjamin Tabizo
Trainer: Delfin Tabizo